
SCRIPT SUBMISSION FORM 
 
Please type or print the following information accurately and completely. You should notify Supernova Media, Inc. 
immediately of any changes. 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Title:              
Logline:________________________________________________________________________________________
 _______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Author:             
Registration/copyright #:__________________________________ 
 
GENRE (Check all the apply) 
Action  Drama  Comedy__ Romance __ 
Horror  Thriller  Family  Animation__  
 
CONTACT PERSON 
(This person is responsible for all details concerning the script) 
Name             
Company            
Address             
City        State      Zip      Country    
Telephone (Hm)         (Work)      
Fax          Email       
Where did you hear about us?          
 
Writer agrees that in submitting material: 

1. Writer warrants that submitted script (“material”) are original and that Writer has the right to grant all rights 
in and to such material. In the event the Material, in whole or in part, is not original to Writer, Writer 
nonetheless represents that he/she has the exclusive right to grant all rights in and to the Material. 

2. Writer agrees to indemnify Supernova Media, Inc. and its successors, assigns and affiliated and related 
entities (each an “Indemnified Party”) from and against any and all claims, expenses, damages, actions, 
causes of action, losses or liability (including reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs) that may be asserted 
against, imposed on or incurred by an Indemnified Party at any time in connection with the Material. 

3. If Supernova Media, Inc. determines in its sole discretion that the Material doesn’t meet its criteria, it is not 
obligated to produce any motion picture or portion thereof based on such Material. 

4. Writer understands that Supernova Media, Inc. and its affiliates receive numerous submissions of ideas 
formats, suggestions and other materials from other Writers and third parties and that many such submissions 
might be similar or identical to those submitted by Writer. Writer agrees that he/she will not be entitled to any 
compensation or other such consideration as a result of any use by Supernova Media, Inc., its successors, 
assigns and affiliated and related entities of any such similar or identical submissions. 

5. Writer agrees that Supernova Media, Inc., is under no obligation to return submitted materials to Writer and 
Writer agrees to release Supernova Media, Inc., from any liability for loss or other damage to the copy(ies) 
submitted. 

6. Writer accepts the foregoing conditions in return for Supernova Media, Inc., agreement to consider and 
review the Material submitted herewith, with the express understanding that Writer agrees to limit it’s claim 
of rights in the features of the Material as specifically synopsized in writing or as attached hereto. Writer 
agrees that Supernova Media, Inc., has no obligation to Writer with respect to the Material except as set forth 
in this agreement. 

 
I hereby state that I have read and understand this Agreement, that no oral representations of any kind have been made 
to me, that there are no prior or contemporaneous oral agreements in effect between Supernova Media, Inc., and myself 
pertaining to the Material, and that this agreement states our entire understanding. 
 
 
                             
Name    Signature     Date 


